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MOONG JAMESPINKY NYANYA PIE BUD

The Human Servant
Mr. A is a clumsy but warm hearted soul who 
tends to put the needs of  his cats before his 
own. He runs a coffee shop and lives in the 

apartment above with his three cats.

The Romantic Siamese Cat
 Sweet and loyal with plenty of creativity, he 

likes eating, sleeping and running around  
the house at 3am.

The Playful Kitten
An innocent looking kitten, but a  
playful and affectionate monster!

The Cool Russian Blue
Toto is fast to his food and slightly misses 

his street life, but most of the time he’s the 
cool, relaxed cat with a carefree spirit.

MR.  A

BORI

MOCHI

TOTO

PRE-SCHOOL /  FAMILY

NON-

DIALOGUE

84 X 5’ or 3.5’

+50 DIGAL

CLIPS

84 x 5’ or  3.5’

SCREEN

WWW.SERIOUSKIDS.COM

https://vimeo.com/showcase/5648297


Audiences will enjoy Bo & To’s hand  
crafted stop-motion animation, slapstick 

humour and fun engaging stories. 
A charming, brand new stop-motion series starring Bori, 

Toto and Mochi. Our three eccentric rescue cats live above a 
café with their barista ‘servant’ and have fun entertaining 
his customers and hanging out with other neighbourhood 

animals, especially when reality turns to fantasy. 

A PURR-FECT
CATPUCCINO!

Episode 1: The Cat Guardians
Bori and his gang of cats try to build their own fantasy kingdom  
out of cardboard boxes. However, from  Mr. A’s point of view, the 
cats are just playing and tearing up the boxes into a giant mess.

Episode 17: Robotic Vacuum Cleaner 
Mochi breaks the remote control to Mr. A’s robotic vacuum 
cleaner. The cleaner starts to malfunction and chases Bori, 

creating chaos in the house. 

Episode 15: Pranks
Tired of the pranks his cat’s play on him, Mr. A starts to get a kick 
out of pranking his three cats. Bori, Toto, and Mochi can’t take it 
anymore and plan to prank him back. Will Mr. A learn his lesson?

Episode 22: Snowman
Bori makes a snowman outside the snow-covered café but it is soon 

ruined by the playful Toto and Mochi. Bori gently fixes the snowman, 
and an amazing thing happens! 

Episode 24: Hypnotherapy
James imagines himself using hypnosis to win Pinky’s heart, but he 
accidently uses it on himself and imagines he is dancing with Pinky.   

Episode 23: While You Were Sleeping
Bori and his gang of cats spend all night shooting fun videos and 

pictures of themselves with Mr. A’s phone. However, they forget to delete 
all the videos and pictures! Will Mr. A find out about his cats’ secret life?    
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